Tom Cipriano has been working in the IT, HR, and Web arena for over 10 years now. In
his most recent position as a SRC Coordinator for Wyeth Biotech Tom was responsible
for numerous documents that were submitted to the FDA for drug approval. The project
that he was brought on to work for was Prevnar 13v. Which is one of Wyeth's most
profitable vaccines that will be replacing the 7v (valent) vaccine. In his position there he
edited documents using the WSST Toolbar in Microsoft Word then uploaded the
documents to erooms and EDMS. He then edited and tweaked the document in EDMS
and magically converted it to PDF which is a secure web medium that restricts
tampering. These documents were several hundreds even thousands of pages long and
contained proprietary, Confidential and Restricted information on the process and
manufacturing techniques of Prevnar 13v. During this project Tom made several trips to
other Wyeth sites in Pearl River, NY and Andover, Mass.
Before signing on with 13v Tom worked with Shire Pharmaceuticals in Wayne, PA he
was brought on as a SAP SRM Consultant to help clean up there numerously delayed
PR/PO (Purchase Requisitions/Purchase Orders). While at Shire Tom helped get
processed over 1 million dollars worth of old PO/PR that were either entered incorrectly
or sitting in the SAP system. Tom was able to see the big picture and work with all the
different department heads such as Procurement, and Accounts Payable to get the
workflow flowing again. Tom conducting many manual reports that were able to drill
down to see where the money flow was going and to see what step in the PO process the
PR was in. Tom helped communicate the SAP process and status to numerous vendors in
HR and to the different department heads throughout the Shire Organization.
Prior to Shire Tom was working with Wyeth again as a Contractor this time in Project
Management handling all the Wyeth Partner Surveys in Inquisite for a large Partner year
end meeting. Off again this time Tom went with Knoll office furniture in East
Greenville, PA working for a Consulting company called VSS inc based out of
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Mississippi as a Lotus Domino Consultant. In this position he was responsible for
Network outages in the Plant and all new Blackberry activations on the BES (Blackberry
Enterprise Server). He was very busy in his assignment conducting remote connections
to the numerous Knoll Sales offices throughout the United States. He remoted using
applications such as Dameware, and Net Meeting. Prior to Knoll he was back at Wyeth
this time in Great Valley, PA working in the HR SAP Data Services as a contractor. In
this position Tom was responsible for entering all the Wyeth related data into numerous
infotypes in SAP. These systems feed off of other middleware that was installed at
Wyeth such as Vurv and numerous others.
Tom was now working with the largest employer in Chester County Pennsylvania you
guessed it Vanguard located in Malvern, PA and just down the rode from the Wyeth
Great Valley facility. Here Tom was brought on to work on one of Vanguards premier
projects. This project was called Etrust. Etrust was a project to convert away from a
older Legacy Identity Management system that Vanguard had in place on the mainframe
called SAM which was owned by Beta Systems a company located in Germany. Etrust
was a windows based system owned by CA Computer Associates. Tom worked for
BAM as a consultant BAM stands for Business Access Management. Tom was
responsible for creating and modifiying access rights in etrust and he did numerous
requests with VISA,Cognos,Oracle,Windows,Pershing,NetExPro and numerous other
applications He also helped convert ID’s and profiles and worked with his team to
demonstrate functions and capabilities throughout BAM.
Tom is currently open to all good opportunites at this time.
Best Regards,
Tom Cipriano
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